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7The study of phenomenology within architecture is rooted in the 
emphasis of the experience of the human body. The ability to understand 
how a human inhabits a space is crucial; through the study of the human 
experience, we are able to study phenomenology within architecture. 
But what happens when the human body doesn’t react the way that we, 
as architects, desire? Since the reliance on vision is the most prominent 
sense for a phenomenological experience of a space, taking away that 
sense seems to lessen the impact. As a result, this privileging of vision 
leads to missed opportunities within design. Thus, by using the process 
of visual diffusion, the emphasis of an architectural journey is no longer 
prominently put onto the visual sense, rather the other senses are able 
to be enhanced. 
ABSTR ACT
8Leonardo da Vinci 
Vitruvian Man
1940
George Grosz
The New Man
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9There has been a long history of having human beings be the center of 
design. Architects want to be able to create a new and exciting piece of 
work for people to experience, but unintentionally, will usually have 
a typical person in mind. This person is the idealization of the human 
body that has been created throughout history. 
The Vitruvian Man drawing by 1490, depicts an early idealization of 
the human body. The Vitruvian Man illustrates the “well shaped man” 
which had been “designed by nature.” This drawing depicts what da 
Vinci saw as what the typical or the default human being would be at 
this period of time. It depicts someone who is white, male, and fit. This 
is an idealization of a human and this is what architectural design starts 
to become based off of. 
The human man starts to become the universal standard within 
western cultures. The design standards of architecture started to be 
based off of this ideal human. In this figure by Ernst Neufert, the 
man has definition of muscles, hair, genitals, face, and eyes. With this 
description, this idealization of a person becomes normative within 
design. This illustration is called “Man as measure and goal,” translated 
from German, and it starts to hint at the possibility man is not only the 
model for design but is also is the one who is being designed. 
IDE ALIZ AT IONS
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Ernst Neufert
Der Mensh als Mass und Ziel 
1935
Frederick Kiesler
Body Biotechnique
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As the standardization and idealization of humans start to become 
more normalized, the human figure starts to become a designed object, 
which is an unachievable goal for humans. This painting by Geroge 
Grosz starts to depict human as an unattainable form. With Frederick 
Kiesler’s biotechnical studies, again a fit male is used to represent 
humans. The studies done by Kiesler continue to use the same figure, 
making designed objects start to become based off of this one figure. Le 
Corbusier’s Modulor Man continues to keep on with this trend of the 
ideal human. He wanted to be able to created a designed environment 
off of the human form, so he developed an ideal male body, which was 
designed to fit the golden ratio. Henry Dreyfuss’s book “The Measure 
of Man” wanted to fill the gaps between the designed object and the 
human. His book made strides to add people of different body types 
and ranges, but there is still a schematic quality to them. They lack 
expression or character and still act as an idealization of the human. 
The ideal body today consists of many things, it’s usually male, fit/
athletic, has no sensorial disabilities, no mental disabilities, no physical 
disabilities, all body parts are there and accounted for, it’s never again, 
there’s no expression, and no defining characteristics. This body is a 
perfect specimen in any way possible. 
An idealized body leads to idealized architecture which then leads to an 
idealized experience for every body, which is unattainable. So looking 
at the architectural experience, what starts to make up this ideal 
experience based on the senses? 
Ideally, an user of architecture would be able to experience that space 
within all senses. Within an architectural journey, I determined that 
there could be a series of eight difference senses that a user could 
experience: kinaesthetics, tactility, balance, olfactory, temperature, 
auditory, time and visual. 
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The study of phenomenology within architecture is rooted in the 
experience of the human body. The ability to understand how a 
human inhabits a space is crucial and through the study of the human 
experience, we are able to study phenomenology within architecture. 
But what happens when the human body doesn’t react the way that we, 
as architects, desire?
The typical phenomenological experience forms a variety of sensual 
inputs, these senses work together in order to create the experience for 
a human moving through an architectural space. I determined these 
senses to be: kinaesthetics, tactility, balance, olfactory, temperature, 
auditory, time, and the visual.
PHENOMENOLOGY
A meaningful architectural experience is not simply a series of retinal 
images. The ‘elements’ of architecture are not visual units or gestalt; they are 
encounters, confrontations that interact with memory. 
JUHANI  PALL A SMAA — E YES OF THE SKIN
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This line represents the architectural journey. 

Kinaesthetics is the perception of the body’s motions relative to itself, 
so it will only happen occasionally throughout the architectural journey 
and for short bursts. 

Tactility is something that will also happen occasionally. There will be 
certain points where you’re able to touch and feel the architecture and 
the space. 

A sense of balance occurs more frequently because of a person’s 
movement throughout space and the change in things like floor 
conditions. 

Smells will most likely occur occasionally throughout the area. 
Sometimes there will be an overwhelming smell, sometimes just a 
whiff of something. 

Temperature can change from room to room, or from outside to inside 
and vice versa.

Auditory senses get more frequent, there are usually constantly sounds 
that are happening around you from different sources, while noises 
occur very frequently, the intensity of the sense is varying. 

With time, there is also that constant perception, but there are times 
when one is more aware of time passing than others. 

And finally, vision overtakes the other senses in terms of frequency and 
intensity. One sees a piece of architecture immediately and continue to 
experience the space visually and have the ability to do so until space is 
out of sight. 
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Herbert Bayer
Extended Field of Vision 
1935
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Within these experiential diagrams, each of the senses play a role in the 
formation of experience. Throughout the experience though, there is one 
sense that seems to overwhelm the experience, this is the visual sense. 
The experience of the visual within architecture is immediate. You will 
see architecture from the first glimpse to until the time that you leaves 
it. Meaning, that the visual has a high impact on how one experiences 
architecture. 
Architecture has always been highly visual. This is the result of the 
idealization of the human body, which leads to the idealization of 
architecture, which then leads to the idealization of the architectural 
experience which is not attainable. So what happens when we take 
a dominant sense in the phenomenological experience, and make it 
become more auxiliary. 
THESIS STATEMENT
In an ideal phenomenological architectural experience, all of the senses 
are present. But, in this experience, the most dominant sense is visual 
sense. By decentering vision, through a process of visual diffusion, the 
experience of architecture is changed from the norm. Through the shift 
in the hierarchy of the sensorial focuses of architecture, new design 
opportunities are able to arise. 
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Frank Lloyd Wright
Guggenheim Museum
1959
Sou Fujimoto
Serpentine Pavilion 
2013
Diller Scofidio + Renfro
Blur Building
2002
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To accomplish the defocusing of the visual sense, the diffusion of 
the visual sense is a way to decentralize the focus on visual is which 
is rooted in a person’s visual acuity or the sharpness of one’s vision. 
Visual acuity is one of the most important aspects of the effect that the 
visual has on one’s experience of architecture. 
Through these images, one will see how changes in visual acuity affect 
one’s perception of architecture and the architectural experience. 
This project specifically looks at the Guggenheim Museum by Frank 
Lloyd Wright, The Serpentine Pavilion by Sou Fujimoto, and The Blur 
Building by Diller Scofidio + Renfro. Each of these buildings have a 
different sense of visual acuity. 
VISUAL DIFFUSION
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Looking at this image of the Guggenheim, this is what would be 
considered the “typical” visual experience would be. But, as you lose 
the visual acuity, the space slowly starts to change. So with this piece of 
architecture and many others, the ideal experience of the space is based 
on the crispness and clarity of the architecture. Taking away from 
the intended architectural experience when you can’t experience the 
crispness. 
Frank Lloyd Wright
Guggenheim Museum
1959
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Varying levels of visual acuity.
40
Now, looking at Sou Fujimoto’s Serpentine Pavilion, the level of visual 
acuity needed to experience this architecture is less than with the 
Guggenheim. The intention of the work was to have the architecture 
start to blend into the surrounding scenery, so while looking at it with 
typical visual acuity, it already starts to achieve that goal, even though 
it is made with linear and rigid parts. 
As one loses visual acuity with this architecture, it starts to become 
more and more of what Sou Fujimoto intended for the work. While 
the rigidity of the structure is unavoidable, the way that it is formed 
initially and after the loss of visual acuity starts to create a unique 
space. 
Sou Fujimoto
Serpentine Pavilion 
2013
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Varying levels of visual acuity.
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And finally looking at the Blur Building by Diller Scofidio + Renfro, 
with the typical visual acuity level, the architecture is already a blur. 
There is a unique architectural space that creates a phenomenological 
experience that is unlike other pieces of architecture. 
Starting to lose visual acuity within this work, one can see that 
not much actually changes with the experience of the building. 
The building still has the same shape, form, and experience that is 
attainable through all levels of visual acuity.  
Diller Scofidio + Renfro
Blur Building
2002
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Varying levels of visual acuity.
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David Spriggs
Perceptible Consciousness
2001
David Spriggs
Vision II
2007
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David Spriggs is an artist who deals with visual diffusion within his 
artwork. The way that he does it is through painting on different layers 
of transparencies. So looking at how he starts to stack these individual 
layers, depending on the angle from while you’re looking at it, it start to 
diffuse the image in different ways. He works with paints, and colors, 
and light in a way that creates something spatial, with visual diffusion. 
Robert Irwin is another artist who starts to look at visual diffusion 
as well. He is an installation artist and with these projects that I’m 
showing, works through a series of scrims to diffuse the visual through 
these scrims. By layering the scrims, he is able to enhance and diffuse 
different elements (which are mainly people) in order to create 
dynamic spaces. 
James Turrell’s Ganzfelds also create a sense of visual diffusion. 
Through light and color, he is able to create dynamic space that don’t 
have high contrast. Through small choices, such as the curving of the 
walls, he is able to create diffusion through the space. 
ARTIST PRECEDENTS
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Robert Irwin
Black3
2008
Robert Irwin
Double Blind
2013
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James Turrell
Ganzfelds
1976 - 2013
James Turrell
Ganzfelds
1976 - 2013
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VISUAL DIFFUSION INTO E VERYDAY
So through the process of looking at pieces of art and architecture that 
have achieved the concept of visual diffusion, I’ve realized that all of 
the precedents that I have looked at are specialized pieces of design. 
They’re not really typical by any means. They’re pieces of artwork and 
installations that people do not get to experience every day. So this 
leads to the question: 
51
How do we visually diffuse everyday 
architecture in order to refocus what the 
experiences of our senses are?

53
In order to achieve the sense of visual diffusion, a series of studies were 
conducted through different materialities including plaster, paint, and 
fabric. 
Smaller studies allowed for different effects to take place. The surface 
treatments with the plaster and paint create a camouflaging effect that 
allows for different architectural elements to create the intended visual 
diffusion. 
Scrim and fabric conditions start to create a more airy architecture 
where boundaries are blended together and surfaces start to feel more 
transparent versus opaque. 
These studies acted as preliminary studies that moved further into a 
large scale installation to realize the different effects of visual diffusion. 
STUDIES
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In this all-white space, I tested different methods of the effect that I 
wanted to achieve. This visual diffusion effect is about using visual 
diffusion as a lens in order to start to look at aspects of architecture 
more phenomenally and it refocuses the emphasis on vision to the 
parts of vision that we find compelling within architecture. By having 
this starting point of visual diffusion, the focus on the visual is 
diminished. Rather, the focus is put on the aspects of vision that we 
admire about architecture. This includes light, shadow, reflectivity, 
and color. Using this basis as a starting point, it allows for there to 
be potential for architecture in which the other senses start to create 
a phenomenological piece of everyday architecture that is not highly 
focused on the visual.
The installation takes place on the north side of the attic. Originally, 
this is what the space looked like. There were quite a few limitations 
that I had to hand as a result of what the space was. Things like the 
beams and the doorway that are intersecting the space make it not 
an ideal space with the concept of visual diffusion. In order for visual 
diffusion to achieve that intended affect, there needs to be diffused 
shadows that are created by the architecture, and the sharp edges of the 
beams as it was do not fit within that realm of visual diffusion. 
INSTALL AT ION






Process photos of installation. The creation of a space in order to isolate oneself from 
outside factors. 

Final installation. Panoramic images of space with varying surface treatments located 
on different surfaces. 

Final installation. Panoramic images of space with varying surface treatments located 
on different surfaces. 

Details of doubly curved surfaces and experimentations working with the pre-existing 
built conditions. 

Different lighting conditions change the affect the varying surface textures. 

Different lighting conditions change the affect the varying surface textures. 

In this installation space, a series of different experimentations using different surface 
treatments test the aspects of visual diffusion. Using the different methods, the space 
realized different tests that would help to diffuse the built architecture. 
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CONCLUSION
The reliance on the visual within architecture hinders further 
phenomenological evolution within design. Through the concept 
of visual diffusion, the aspects of the visual that we admire about 
architecture, but do not have to have a focus on, are able to emerge and 
the different senses are, in turn, heightened. 
Through the experimentations of the installation, the concept of 
visual diffusion can be carried out much further than through just the 
different surface textures that were applied to the different surfaces 
within the installation. The use of different materials would have added 
additional effects within this concept as well. 
Results within the project were explored for one specific method, 
but there are a variety of other methods that could also achieve a 
visual diffusion. With the further exploration of other methods, or 
a combination of other methods, there are other results of visual 
diffusion that could have been achieved and learned from. 
The important aspect is, that the visual sense is diminished, therefore, 
the other senses have the ability to materialize in a more emphasized 
way creating a more balanced phenomenological experience in terms of 
the senses. 
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In terms of what the outcomes of this project yields for the architectural 
field, it allows for designers to look at different methods other than 
the norm to create a phenomenological design within everyday spaces. 
The concept of visual diffusion that was analyzed in this thesis already 
has precedent in many different pieces of architecture and different 
forms of artwork and installations. Again, these pieces of work are 
very specialized, and do not occur in architecture that is able to be 
experienced everyday. Taking a space that is not as highly focused 
on the visual, through the effects of visual diffusion, the opportunity 
arises where the other senses have the ability to flourish. Ultimately, 
this effect would create more phenomenological pieces of architecture 
through the different methods. The methods that were explored in 
this project focused mainly in what one would consider to be “typical” 
architecture, allowing for pieces of architecture that are considered 
not to be as phenomenological to start to become more of an impactful 
experience. 
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